Full Disclaimer Three Girl Scientist, LLC www.threegirlscientists.com
This disclaimer governs the use of threegirlscientists.com. By using
threegirlscientists.com you accept this Full Disclaimer in its entirety. If you do not agree
with any part of this disclaimer, do not use threegirlscientists.com, affiliated websites,
properties and/or companies. Threegirlscientists.com reserves the right to modify any
terms listed in this disclaimer at any time with or without notice. For this reason, you
should check back periodically for any changes to the Full Disclaimer. By using this
website after we post any changes, you agree to accept any and all changes, whether or
not you have been notified and whether or not you have reviewed them.
All content, including but not limited to, any information from posts, blogs, and profiles,
electronic mail and/or any other page found on or from threegirlscientists.com are based
on the opinions of the author unless otherwise noted. All content posted on
threegirlscientists.com, and the information within the content, is intended to provide
information to any person accessing the information to make their own decision after
consulting their health care providers or other medical professional. Content can be
reviewed and/or sourced by medical professionals but is in no way intended to provide a
medical diagnosis or recommendation. Only a health care provider or another health care
professional may make a diagnosis. Only prescribing health care providers may change
medication therapy.
Any changes in your current treatment plan must be approved by your prescribing
healthcare provider. Threegirlscientists.com encourages you to take the information and
content from threegirlscientists.com that may be applicable to a healthcare provider to
determine if it is applicable for your situation or diagnosis. No information on this site
should be relied upon to make any determinations or diagnosis and does not replace
establishing a bona fide patient relationship with a medical professional who provides
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medical advice. No information on this site should be used to diagnose, treat, prevent or
cure any disease or condition.
By reading threegirlscientists.com, you acknowledge that threegirlscientists.com is not
responsible for your own health decisions. Nothing should be taken from any website,
including threegirlscientists.com, and implemented without proper research, medical
advice and/or medical supervision. Any statement on this website, including but not
limited to, in any post or blog, e-mail, or profile, should not be taken without research
and consultation with a medical professional.
Any statements or claims about benefits, including but not limited to health, from any
food, supplement or product mentioned on threegirlscientists.com have not been
evaluated by the Food & Drug Administration (FDA) and are not intended to diagnose,
treat, prevent or cure any condition or disease.
Threegirlscientists.com reserves the right to remove, edit, move or close any content
item for any reason, including but not limited to, comments are in violation of the laws
and regulations formed pursuant to the Federal Food, Drug & Cosmetic Act.
No post or article, including blogs, from threegirlscientists.com may be re-printed,
reproduced or transferred without express written permission of threegirlscientists.com.
Threegirlscientists.com will respond to written requests to re-print, either in part or the
entirety, of posts including any excerpts or quotes, as long as all links, and there is a link
to threegirlscientists.com, are intact.
FTC Disclosure
The FTC requires any person producing or hosting content on a website that can be
accessed publicly, outside of a network, to disclose any financial interest or bias,
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relating to recommendations or opinions may be financially motivated in any way.
Threegirlscientists.com has always been an advocate for the patient and does not have
financial interest or bias in any drug company or cannabis based business.
Affiliate Links
All of our content is produced first without any financial motivation. There may be affiliate
links in our content from time to time, that are linked after the piece is created, where it
makes sense. Threegirlscientists.com has few affiliates and the affiliates we do select,
we believe are of the highest quality who are held to the same high standards
threegirlscientists.com holds itself to.
Threegirlscientists.com we specifically link at the bottom of the post, where sources and
other disclaimers may appear, if affiliate links are present. If you click on a link that takes
you to a product outside of our website, assume it is an affiliate link. This means
threegirlscientists.com may earn a small commission from our affiliates if the user
decides to purchase the linked product. Again, threegirlscientists.com is very selective
with the few affiliates that we partner with and we appreciate you supporting
threegirlscientists.com and affiliate products when you make these purchases. Most of
the content on threegirlscientists.com is informational and intended to help patients
navigate the cannabis and medication space, which can be extremely confusing and
filled with misinformation.
Marketing
At the time this has been updated threegirlscientists.com does not have any marketing
partners. Threegirlscientists.com may contract outside marketing firms to create content
for us, but in no way are paid by any outside or affiliate company for specific content,
including any post or blog. We work with these firms to create the most useful content
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for our users and demographics to provide as much help, in the limited capacity we are
able to, as we can.
Other Policies
Comments on our website, social media and any other place comments may appear,
may be moderated for SPAM, Personal Health Information (PHI), and language that is
rude, offensive, harmful, hateful, concerning and/or contains misinformation, and for any
other reason. Moderation includes banning, shadow banning and/or deletion. By
commenting on any content produced by threegirlscientists.com, including social media
posts, you agree to this policy and understand any violation of any part of this policy
may result in a comment being hidden or deleted and possibly being banned.
Copyright & Rights Reserved
All information and content on threegirlscientists.com, including but not limited to
images, text, audio, video and any other form of content (including information on
Disclaimer, Privacy Policy and Terms of Use pages) is Copyright
©threegirlscientists.com; 2021 and may not be downloaded, reproduced, republished or
otherwise copied and/or transferred without express written permission of
threegirlscientists.com. All of the content, including the website, and the selection and
arrangement thereof, is protected as a compilation owned by threegirlscientists.com
under the copyright laws of the United States and other countries.
Threegirlscientists.com, any content on the website, including any social media page or
anywhere threegirlscientists.com appears or mentioned outside of
threegirlscientists.com, including deleting any content, including a post, on this website
or social media, on any page on threegirlscientists.com. Three Girl Scientists may also
change, including deleting, any features or services at any time, in any way, for any or
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no reason, including changing, removing and/or updating, the cost of any paid feature of
threegirlscientists.com, including adding or removing pricing for free features.
Threegirlscientists.com reserves all rights not expressly granted in and to the website
and the content.
Three Girl Scientists does not encourage or recommend or promote the changing of drug
therapies without appropriation consultation from your healthcare provider. All
recommendations made by Three Girl Scientists are made by a licensed pharmacist with
a medical certification in cannabis.
All recommendations are made with the focus of drug interactions and best therapy use
and with the intent of the betterment for the human being. In the event of adverse
events due to the recommendations made by a pharmacist of Three Girl Scientists, Three
Girl Scientists are not to be held liable.
Any questions or requests about any policy listed on this page, or any other, can be
directed to contact@threegirlscientists.com.
Effective Revision Date: 1/14/21 Copyright ©2021 threegirlscientists.com. All rights reserved.

HIPAA is a federal law that protects the privacy of identifiable patient information,
requires electronic and physical security standards related to the storage and use of PHI,
and establishes standard transactions and code sets to simplify billing and other
electronic transactions. HIPAA standards were updated in 2009 by the implementation of
the HITECH Act and again in 2013 by the HIPAA Omnibus Rule. In accordance with
HIPAA standards, Threegirlscientists.com is HITECH and BAA certified, and has put in
place measures to protect the confidentiality of health information in any form, whether
written, oral, or electronic.
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